Non-random partitioning of molecular probes in a polymeric mixture was examined with Kirkwood-Buff-Zimm (KBZ) cluster integrals. Equations were derived to give relationships of thermodynamic quantities that can be obtained by using inverse gas chromatography (IGC). The mer-mer correlation structure factor S*(AB)(0) in a binary mixture of polymers A and B in terms of the spatial distribution of a probe, S, around a molecule A and a molecule B is discussed. The derivation allows a direct assessment of the correlation structure factor obtained either from scattering experiments or from IGC measurements. The common polymer-polymer interaction parameter from the two types of experiments is discussed with respect to criticism concerning IGC. The detailed molecular description of the probe behavior in a polymeric mixture at infinite dilution of the probe given in this work can be used in IGC studies of the microstructure of polymer mixtures or other mixtures of liquids. In order to illustrate our approach, the structure factor and the interaction parameter of the blends of polystyrene (A) and poly(buty1 methacrylate) (B) were evaluated using IGC results of DiPaola-Baranyi and Degre.
Introduction
The non-random partitioning of molecular probes in polymer-solvent systems has been a major problem in studies of thermodynamics and structure by molecular probe techniques'.*). One of the most common problems concerns the probe dependence of the value of the polymer-polymer interaction parameter as determined by inverse gas chromatography (IGC), one of the molecular probe techniques. Attempts have been made to tackle this problem3"). However, a direct relationship between the probe non-random partitioning and its effect on the polymer-polymer interaction parameter has not been established. Such a relationship would not only help us to interpret results of IGC measurements on blends and understand the microstructure and interaction parameters in a mixture, it would also bring together the fundamentally different ways of determining thermodynamic parameters on a molecular level, i.e. scattering experiments and thermodynamic experiments with molecular probes6).
In this article we apply Kirkwood-Buff cluster integrals') in order to characterize the non-random partitioning of probes in a mixture. Employing the Kirkwood-BuffZimm (KBZ) cluster integral method by Ben-Naim8), Newman') and Horta"), we derived thermodynamic relationships between the preferential solvation of probes at their infinite dilution in a binary mixture and the correlation structure factor of the mixture, which can be directly determined from either scattering experiments"-'3) or by IGC experiments. We give an interpretation of non-random partitioning with respect to local compositions. In addition, we discuss the fundamental assumptions dealing with IGC data interpretation for polymer blends.
We conclude that the approach presented in this work provides a good way of investigating the non-random partitioning and treating experimental data obtained by IGC. Our goal is to establish a way of determining the structure factor of polymeric mixtures, and hence the interaction parameters.
In this paper the non-random partitioning is defined as follows. A molecule, when it is dissolved in a polymer blend, does not probe the average composition in the mixture. It "feels" a local composition of the different components. The local composition depends on the fluctuation of both the particle density and the chemical composition of the blend, as well as on the interactions of the probe with the different components.
Cluster integrals and non-random partitioning characterized by preferential solvation
The Kirkwood-Buff cluster integral is defined as the integral of the pair correlation function minus unity over a system, which forms a G matrix for a multi-component s y~t e m '~' '~) .
In this definition, R stands for the vector that describes the relative position of the mass centers of molecules 1 and 2 in the system (i.e., R = R ( 2 ) -R(1)). The physical significance of a Kirkwood-Buff cluster integral is related to the overall excess (or deficiency) of a given type (i) around a single "typical" molecule j compared to the average. In order to understand the direct (short-range) and the indirect (long-range) correlation, one may use the total correlation function as defined by,
(1) as suggested by Ornstein and Zernikei6). The term Gv(o)iGb(o) corresponds to the specific preferential solvation of component j by a molecuje of species i over species 1 when a j molecule is dissolved in the bulk of a multi-component mixture*' 17). Indirectly, it characterizes the compatibility of the inserted molecule with one component over another component in the mixture in terms of spatial distribution. The value of the preferential solvation is useful for discussing the specific interactions of a species with the other components in a mixture, and is often used in discussions of solvation in ionic or polar mixtures of small molecule^^"^). It is a very important quantity for describing the non-random partitioning of probe molecules in a mixture. as will be shown below.
Mer-mer correlation structure factor and preferential molecular solvation
Molecular correlation and preferential molecular solvation
When the probe concentration in an IGC experiment approaches zero, a ternary system returns to a binary system. A thermodynamic formula under this condition will contain separated thermodynamic quantities of the binary system, which can be determined by using a molecular probe technique. For the cluster integrals at infinite dilution of one of the components in a multi-component system, Ben-Naim derived the necessary equation. This formula can be used, for example, in dealing with the relationship of the cluster integrals and the measurable thermodynamic function^'^). It is interesting to mention that the same expression was derived and used in studies of free energy of transfer of a component from one state to another in electrolytic solutions9) and supercritical fluids's320).
Eq. (3) can be derived at infinite dilution of one of the component^^^^*^^^^^) for a ternary system containing the solvent probe S, polymer A and polymer B, where ( w ) y r ) and (w)yiM) denote the probe activity coefficients (weight fraction based) in pure A, and in the mixture of A and B, respectively; k is the Boltzmann constant, ps is the number density of the solvent probe molecules, S, and the superscript 00 stands for the infinite dilution of s; XA and XB are the mole fractions of A and B polymers in the mixture, respectively; the value V(= XAVA + XBVB) is the molar volume of the polymer blend; bS stands for the free energy of transfer of the probe from the pure A to the AB mixture, and S(AB)(0), the molecular correlation structure factor of the polymer blend, is defined for one mole of molecules of the mixture, where NA stands for the Avogadro number. The second equivalence is obtained when higher order fluctuation terms are neglectedz4). A characteristic relationship of the cluster integrals is given by BenNaim's analysis2'),
where KY) is the isothermal compressibility of the blend and V s is the partial molar volume of the probe. In Eq. (3, @A and @B stand for the volume fractions of the components A and B, respectively. Experiments are usually conducted separately on the pure compounds and their mixtures in IGC at infinite dilution of the probes. Eq. (3) shows the direct relationship between the preferential solvation and the free energy of transfer of probes, such as solvents. In studies of polymers, volume changes due to fluctuations are usually important because they strongly affect the properties of polymeric mixtures25). In the following section, we derive the relationship for the preferential solvation in terms of the volume fraction.
Mer-mer correlation structure factor and the preferential molecular solvation second concentration derivative of the free energy density3a), At zero scattering angle, the reciprocal of the static structure factor is equal to the Af is the free energy of mixing for a unit volume of mixtures. In terms of chemical potential A,uA, the structure factor has the following form, This quantity is known as the mer-mer correlation structure factor for the unit volume of the mixture. It describes the mer agglomeration, i. e.,
S*(AB)(0) = ((A@)2)
when the higher order fluctuation terms are neglected24). It is related to the parameter xSc by the following equations,
where Afex/(kT) (= I $~I $~~~~, see below) denotes the excess free energy contribution due to the enthalpy change of mixing and the entropy change of mixing for the non-random, with respect to random, distribution. xsc is known as the structural interaction parameter and can be obtained experimentally either from scattering experiments or by other thermodynamic experiments such as osmometry and sedimentation equilibrium3"* 12, 13) . It is determined by the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, xAB, its first derivative and the second derivative with respect to composition as discussed by Sanchez3a) (cf. footnotea)),
a)
It is worth noting that a zero difference in the interaction parameter of a probe with the pure individual polymers does not guarantee a zero difference in the interaction parameter with individual polymers in the mixture, due to the composition dependence of the interaction parameters. The preferential solvation can be directly related to the local composition surtsA denotes the local mole fraction of A around S ; vcv is the correlation volume of the polymeric components A and B around a probe molecule, S, in the mixture, beyond which the pair correlation functions of A and S, and B and S , approach unity. We take vcv to be the molar volume, since we are interested in a mole of the AB mixture. It is worth mentioning that the correlation is short-range, since we are working with the solutions in the very concentrated regime. We may rewrite Eq. Non-random partitioning and inverse gas chromatography experiments
Measurements are required to determine all of the elements in the chemical potential matrix for a multi-component system (see e. g. Matteoli and Lepori2*)). For poly-meric systems, this work will be tedious. The amount of work when using IGC can be significantly reduced by applying limiting conditions. However, rigorous modeling has to be applied for the preferential solvation. It is traditionally accepted that the interaction parameter of the probe with one of the components in the polymeric mixture can be approximated by the interaction parameter of the probe with the component in its pure state. However, the concentration dependence of the interaction parameter may be strong enough so as not to be negligible. For binary systems of a probe, S, with a polymer, A, at infinite dilution of the probe concentration. If we approximate the cluster integrals in a ternary system with the corresponding terms of the individual binary solutions, we obtain the following formula which means a zero preferential solvation if the compressibility term and the difference of the partial molar volume of the probe in different polymers are neglected. Therefore, the traditional approach from classical theory, in fact, is a random partitioning approach applied to non-random partitioning situations. An alternative way of approximating the preferential solvation is to use the cluster integrals of the direct correlation function7), which assumes that the composition fluctuation of the blend does not affect non-random partitioning of the probe. However, these approximations are very rough so as to cause discrepancies in the empirical determination. Experimentally, we can choose a series of probes in infinite dilution IGC (IDIGC) so that tA -XA approaches zero and = 0. Then Eq. (3) reduces to the following equationc), where the script 0 stands for the zero preferential solvation. In IDIGC, the number of solvent probes can be quite easily increased. Different probes may probe the fluctuating bulk differently in terms of spatial distribution. Equations (3), (13), (16) and (19) may be reduced into simple forms according to solvent categories carefully ' ) Q. (3) can be reduced to under the random partitioning conditions. This equation can lead to Eq. (19) . However, it will lead to an n-th order derivative if higher order fluctuations, due to the insertion of the probe molecules, dominate. chosen for the experiment in conjunction with appropriate models. This may lessen the experimental effort required to obtain the mer-mer correlation structure factor. To obtain Eq. (3), one must assume that the internal partition (including rotational, vibrational, etc.) does not depend on the composition of the polymeric mixture2'). Therefore, small and simple molecules should be used for molecular probe techniques.
A case investigation for IGC applying Eq. (19)
In order to illustrate the procedure used to obtain polymer-polymer interaction parameters, we applied the formula developed in this paper to a set of experimental data obtained by DiPaola-Baranyi and Degre on polystyrene (A) and poly(buty1 methacrylate) (B) blends29).
If a large number of probes and a large number of samples of different composition are used to perform IDIGC, the intersection of the plot of ' [ ys ' rs vs. ys ' ys (which is proportional to the preferential solvation) at zero of a @ A ys ' ys I gives [S*(AB)(0)/q-'(see Eq. (19)), from which the mer-mer corre-W A lation structure factor, S*(AB) (0), can be calculated.
However, even though there have been a large number of IGC experiments performed on compatible polymeric blends, these experiments were usually performed for only a few compositions of the blend^'.^*^^). In the case of DiPaola-Baranyi and Degre's experiments, the number of the compositions and the choice of the solvent probes were not large enough for our purpose, which is to obtain the accurate value for the structure factor and the interaction parameter. Therefore, the data presented serve only to illustrate how to use the procedure we suggest in this work. The data regarding the density and average molar mass of the two polymers used here was obtained from literature3'). We describe below the determination procedure step by step.
Using the logarithm of the specific retention volume, i.e., [InV&)]m, obtained from an IGC experiment on different compositions of the polymer blend with a 
can be established (see Fig. 1 The unit of (mourn3) is different, by a factor of lo", from the usual units of (mo!./cm3) used in the data reporting on neutron scattering experiment^'^). was calculated by assuming volume additivity in the mixtures. The structural interaction parameter xsC was calculated from the structure factor applying Eq. (9) (see Fig. 3 ), which, in turn, can be used to calculate the interaction parameter, xAB, by integrating Eq. (11) . To convert this value to the mer-mer interaction parameter, &, used in most IGC papers, a factor of v s must be applied.
especially for probes close to the random p a r t i t i~n i n g '~~.~~~~) .
Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show an abrupt change of the solution behavior between 0.2 and 0.5 of the volume fraction of polystyrene. The negative value of the structure factor in this concentration regime may be due to a microphase separation. 
Conclusion
Applying the concept of the cluster integrals, the non-random partitioning of solvent probes in a polymeric blend was examined. Eq. (19) gives the direct relationship between the structure factor of a blend, the non-random distribution of probes in the compatible blend, and the experimental quantity that can be obtained from IGC. With the direct link between the structure factor and the interaction parameter from Eqs. (9) and (1 1) the value of the different interaction parameters can be calculated from experimental data through the structure factor of the blend. This theory offers an alternative way for experimentalists to study the microstructure of polymeric mixtures with IGC.
